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 "Linguistic Survey of India"




 "Munda and Dravidian Languages"





 (Dr. Sten Konow)

"Introductory Note:
I  am indebted to Dr. Sten Konow of
christiania, Norway for the preparation of
this volume. The proofs of the Dravidian
section have been kindly examined by Mr.
V.Ve nkayyas Govt: Epigraphist Madras. As
editor of the series of volume of the
linguistic survey of India. I am responsible
for all statements contained in it.

George A.Grierson."(20)


 "Linguistic Survey of India" 






(Baden  (Wurtemberg Province) 
 Wurttemberg)






 




"Grammatische Untersuchungen ueber die
sprache der Brahui"


"Si tzungsber ichte  der  philosophich-
philologischen und. historischen classe der
k.b Akademic der wissenschaften zu
Muenchen, 1880 (Supplement) Heft vi"




"An essay on the Brahui grammar, after the
German works of the late Dr. Trumpp, of
Munich University"


"Journal of the Royal Asiatic society of Great
Britian and Ireland, New Series vol-19, No.1,
(January 1887), pp-59 to 135."





 

 










Frontier 




 and Overseas Expeditions from India"














 






 


 


 



"Frontier and Overseas Expeditions From  

 Inda"


"The Brahui language may b due to early
intermarriage of the Brahui with women of
the aborigianal (Sewa) tribes whom they
displace. For it is remarkable to find in
Baluchistan a Dravidian tongue surrounded
on all sides by Aryan languages; the nearest
country where it is again met nearest
country where it is again met being the
Gond Hills of Central India:"(23)









 










 






 















































 











 
 "Frontier and Overseas Expeditions from India"

  









 








 


 






























 



 









 










 



 

 





 



 










(Scythian) 










 









 



 
 
 

 










 










  


  





















  





  






 


 






 




 























"The Sajdis are.......... Scythian origin being

descendants of the ancient Sagetea..........

The Present Cheif in (1907 A.D) of the tribe

is Mir Saka."(40)



 











"The parent stock is admitted to be to Rind

Baloch origin........"(42)

 Pandra 
 


"Pandara (Tamil) The name of a Saiwa sect

in the South."(44)
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 (Khidranee) 










 




 


"The Sewa dynasity Kalat before the Brahui
Confederacy. This comunity is Jataki
speaking..........."(39)





 
 ( I r a n i a n ) 

 ( I n d o - E u r o p e a o n )

(South-West Iranian)  (Indo-Iranian)




 (Etienne Tiffou)  




"B rahui  i s  the  on ly  Pak is tan i  non

Indo-European Language"(48)

 (Indo-Iranian) 






















(Kooch)   (Koch) 

 (koach) 
 (Kuch)


"According to local traditionas Nicharis are
Alikozai Afghans. Their progenitor Aliko
migrated, which his flocks, from Afghistan
to the Nichara country."(45)

 ( n i k k a ) 
 (nekrakan )





 




 


















 




 



















 

 (Sino-Tibeton)











 (Kujula Kadphises-l) 


  

 








"A family of about 40 langauges spoken by
C.100 million people over a vast area from
the Balkan peninsula to the north-east of
Asia. They are classifed into Turkic,
M o n g o l i a n  a n d  M a n c h u - T u n g u s
groups..........55)

"Koch, also called Rajbanshi, ethnic group
of the Bado people, dispersed over parts of
Assam and Bengal while their original
language is the Tibeto-Burman dialect large
sections of the group in the 20th century
speak  Bengal i  or  o the r  Indo-Aryan
langauges. In the 16th century a koch cheif
established the state of Coach Behar, and
they new call themselves Rajbanshi (of the
Royal Blood), resent being called by the told
tribal name and follow Hindu customs. But
their claim to the high status of the
Kshtariya class of Hindu is not generally
admitted, and many of the endogamous
subdivisions rank very low in the Hindu
caste hierarchy."(51)








"According to Dalton (1872) "They belong to

the Dravidian stock" his opinion belong

based on their colour and the thickness of

their lips and their angular facial line. Risley

(1819) also identified them as representative

of the "Dravidian Stock"........(52)





















 











 

















 



 
 

 (From Indus to Tigris) 
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 "The Baloch Race" 


















 




 



 
 




"In 1874 Henry Walter Bellew (Surgeon,
Bengal staff Corps) published under the
tittle "From the Indus to the Tigris" an
accound of a journey made from Multan
overland to Tehran in 1871-72 by an official
British party. As an appendix (pp 473-493)
he printed a short grammar and vocabulary
of Brahui (spelled by him Brahoe). It is
slightly fuller then Leech's grammar, but
little better in quality; unlike Leech's work,
it contain no texts. It writes of collecting his
material in the territories of the Khan of
Kalat and of testing them by reference to
native in different parts of the countery,
consequently, no dialectal ascription is
poss ib le .  And the  end he  wri t es of
comparing his data with that in Eastwick's"
"Epitom of the Grammar of the Brahuiky,
Balochy and Punjabi languages;" he must
mean Leech's work. He apparently knew
nothing of the discussions by Lassen and
Caldwell………."(64)


 





 




 Indus to Tigirs)


 (From Indus to the Tigirs)  

Trubner and Co, 57,59 Lud Gate Hill London 
Ballantyney and Co, Edirburg and London 

 Appendix 
"Synoptical Grammar and Vocabulary of the 

  Brahoi Language"


"They (Brahoes) differ from the Afghan,
Baloch, and Jat of Sindh, by whom they are
surrounded, in general physique and
physiognomy as well as in language. Their
manners and customs, too, are said to differ
in many respects from those of the people
around them……… 
The Brahoe language differ entirely from
that of the Afghan, the Baloch, and the Jat,
though it contains many Persian and Indian
words. The numerals are the same as the
Persian, except the first three, which are
asit, irat, musit, respectively, but the
pronouns are entirely different, and bear no
resemb lance  to  those  o f  the  othe r
languages; the forms of conjugation and
d e c l e n s i o n ,  t o o ,  a r e  d i s t in c t  a n d
peculiar…"(62)




"This language is spoken throughout
Balochistan as far west as kej, panjgur, and
Jalk, up to the borders of sistan, and is
writte in the Persian character….."(63)



 
 


 





 























 (Parent Language) 

"The first account of the language dates
from 1838, (R. Leech, an English army
officer who was a member of a mission to
Kabul). This account was publish in the
"Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal"
and was analyzed by the early German
indologist Christian Lassen in 1844 in an
article in "Zeitschrift fur die Kunde des
Morgenlandes"………… He recognized that it
had numerals and pronouns a kin to those
of Tamil, Kannada and Telugu, and printed
out the need for further comparison. Robert
Caldwell (Later Bishop Caldwell), in his
epoch,  making establ ishment of  the
Drav id ian family  in "A Comparat ive
Grammar of the Dravidian or South Indian
Family of languages" (1st ed: 1856), was
rather equivocal about Brahui in the second
edition of 1875 and the third edition of
1913, not calling it outright a Dravidian
language but writing of close "analogies
between the Brahui and the Dravidian
languages,…….for the reason that "The
Dravidian element contained in it bears but
a small proport ion to the rest of  its
component elements."………

Further mater ial  published in

Karachi in 1877 was utilized by Ernest

Trumpp in a Study of  the  language

published in 1880 (sitzungsberichte of the

Bararian Acadmy of Sciences). He found

Brahui to be a Dravidian language without

any of Caldwell qualifications. Since 1880,

then, Brahui has been accepted as a

Dravidian language….."(65)



 
 





 (Proto-Dravidian)

  







"From a comparative study of the examples

and the arguments given above, it can be

concluded that:

i: The spoken language of the Indus

valley (Mohen-jo-Daro and Harappa) was a

non-Aryan and Proto-Dravidian language

which has its origin in the civilization of the

Indus valley.

ii: The Proto-Dravidian language of the

Indus valley was a branch of Saindhui

  langauge and it was the parent of

old Dravidian languges.

iv: As a resuilt of the influence of

various races on the Indus valley the

language of Indus valley was divided into

various groups and sub-groups of Saindhui

family of languages Sindhi, lahndi (may be

called Saindhva) and proto-Dravidian were

also major groups of the main language,

commonly spkeon by the Indus valley

people…"(68)
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 Those days when Nighar, the
abode of Omer, son of Miro, was (cool) at
the sun's  zenith;
 When Omer and Mahnaz (his wife)
were living in a cool house with a
wind-coatcher;
 When Malik Bijjar Khan of a thous
and endearments was bor;
 In those days was Omer at the
Zenith of his power:
 The whole world was aware of the
might of Omer, son of Miro:
 He was the Chief of the tribes and
champion of the nomad encompments:
 To all the Brahui tribes he was an
iron fence of safety………."(1)
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"The khan of qalat late Mir Ahmed yar Khan
was a Brahvi......(100)
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Highness may in his discretion direct that
the text of all bills and the amendments
thereto moved, and of all the acts passed by
either house, which shall be treated as
authoritative shall be in English or Persian
or Baluchi, or in any one or more of these
languages, and effect shall be given to such
direction accordingly"(115)








 





 





  




  


 
 























"Constitution of Kalat, Goverment of Kalat Act, 1947

 Quetta"


"74: Language:-
The business of both houses shall be
transacted in Urdu; provided that His



 
























  Inside Balochistan 
 





















"Soon after  the  promulgation of  the

constitution, election were held in Kalat

state for the first time in the history of

Balochistan. The Kalat state National Party

won 39 out of a total 51 seats in the

house……….."(118)
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 (B.S.F)  .  . 


 
 



 

























































 




























 

































 




 






 












 


























 




































 








 
 


 






 

 

 
 
 


 

 







 




 












 






 















 



























 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 

 


 (B.S.O) 












 


 
 


 


 





 
 








 
 


 


 



 




 

 
















 








 






 






 
 
 
 


 














  

 


 



 





 



 


 
 


 


 
 


 


 


 






 


 
 


 





 
 










 


















 
 





















 





































 


 
 








 
 











 
 
 











 




 
 
 



















  




 
 
 
 




 






 
 



 
 



 



 


   







 
 
 

 
 

 

 









 
 

 
 
 

 

 

 



 

 
 







 
 








 


 











"The Mother tongue can be introduced in
various District/Areas as under:
1. Urdu:
Quetta District
SibiDistrict
2. Baluchi
Dera Bugti Agency
Kohlu Agency
Kharan District
Lasbela District
Turbat District
Panjgur District
Gawadar District
Chaghai District
Jafarabad District
Kachhi District
3. Brahvi
Kalat District
Parts of Khuzdar District
4. Pashto
Pishin District
Zhob District
Ziarat District
Killa Saifullah District
Note: Khuzdar and Loralai cities will be
given option of Urdu along with local
language.(165)

 
 





 









 







 




 




 











 
 
 




 







































 

























Bra-hu-i  
 


















 












  (Brahoo)  

<  < 
 <  < 












 / 


 


 (Biroea)  (Aleppo) 















"Tracing Brahui to the proper name

Ibrahim, so popular among the Brahuis

themselves, is mere ly  a case of folk

etymology linked with the adoption of

Islam.……."(11)

 







(Bardee)  (Biroea) 

"but their persuits and way of domestic life
afford the strongest reson for believing that
they were originally mountaineeerrs; and
same among themselves affirm, that their
very name demonstrates th is by i ts
signification, being a compound of the affix
Bu, on ; and Roh, a word said to mean a
hill. "(1)

 
 on 










 (Buro-hee) 
 (Biro-hee)  Baro-hee







 

 (Braha) 
 (Braha) 

 + 


 



 










"As the Brahui themselves explain, their
ethnic name in all probability denotes just
one branch of the Balochi tribe……. the
word "Brahui" (older Brahoi) is almost
certainly a modern term, taken from the
siraiki "jatki" braho, the local form of
Ibrahim, to which the Balochi -i- ajd, suffix
has been added, as is usual, to form an
Ethicon. As for is in known, this ethicon was
first used in the 16th C. to refrer to a now
vanished tribe of Balochi, the Ibrahimi who
dwelt amongst the jatts of Awaran in
Pakistani, Makran…."(15)



















 (Bardiya) 











 (Aleppo) 


"The Brahui say their ancestors came from
Aleppo, but there is no evidence to conform
this.........."(13)


"The value of the tradition is weakened by
the claim that the Brahuis came from
Aleppo, in present day Syria, but this
element may reflect a later "Islamization" of
an earlier tradition according to which the
Brahui are immigrants to the area."(14)










 
 (Caste) 























































































 






 
"The Peoples of Mehrgarh were Brahuis and
were the first people who created the Indus
civilization."(31)


"The langauge of the inhabitants of the
Indus valley as proto-Brahui."(32)




"Brahui is an ethnolinguistic remnant of the
original Harappan population....."(33)


"According to Brahui traditions escaped the
Aryan onslaugh as the Aryans bypassed
th e i r  h o m e  l a n d  t o  m o v e  f a r t h e r
east..........."(34)




"The Baloch who gave their name to

province are comparatively recent arrivals.

The apparently entered Baluchistan in the

11th and 12th centuries, being driven out of

persia by the seljuks........"(35)











"In the country, however, which they now

occupy, the Brahui consider themselves

aboriginal, the Biluch admitting that the are

themselves foreign origin......"(36)










 <  - 



"Name of a class of hereditary 
 watchman near the Siwalik hill"





 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

 








 
Ethopians as being the  inhabitatns of the
seventeenth satrapy of the Persian Empire,
and Be l lew suggests that the  Greek
parikanoi is Greek transcription  of the
Persian form of parikan, the plural of the
Sanscrit prava-ka,  or in other words, the
Ba-rohi or men of the hills……."(40)

(Parvaka)  
 ( P a r ik an ) 

 (Par ikano i )

 northern mountaineers

 
 











  




  






 

 "Divide and rule" 





"It is possible that Barohi was an Iranian

translation loan word copying the Dravidian

name……."(37)












"Herodotus mentions only the parikanoi and 

the Asiatic Ethiopian. Parikan is the Persian

plural form of the Sanscrit parva-ka, which

means "mountaineer". This bears exactly

the same meaning as the word kohistani, or

Barohi,..although the latter may possible

have developed into the Brahui……."(39)

 (Parvaka)  


"Herodotus gives the parikanoi and Asiatic






 
























 (paravka) 
 (parnians) 





 (paravatas)  (Parvata) 
 (parnois)


 

 (rakta)  
 (ratta)  


 (Geiger) 










 (ks) 






 
 
 
 

 





"In the Indo-European family, the word for
"horse" is ashva in Vedic Sanskrit and aspa
in Avesta. Since the Avestan language attests 
a change from v to p…….."(45)





 
 











 
























 






















 (parea- tak-eni ) 




 (sag)  (tag)  (barea)  (parea)

BaraZum 


 Parazai  BaraZai

(parea  Barea Sag 
 (Barazai)  Sag)



"IE ks is sometimes found as ts (finally-t) in
Sanskrit. This 't' is perhaps an analogical
development from "d" found in the same
words before bh e.g. kbh>ghb>dbh or a glide
development between IE ks>kts>llr sts>skt
ts……"(49)









(po-fa-to) 
 (Mr. Julien)  (po-fa-to-lo) 

 (parvata) 
 




"I am unable to offer any explanation of
the name of po-fa-to or po-fa-to-lo which
M. Julien has altered to po-lo-fa-to, for
the purpose of making it agree with a
known Sanskrit word, parvata, or
"mountain"………"(50)






















 












 














 (parea-tak-eni)


 + +  parea-tak-eni





   (Para)  (bara) 



 (Bra-hu-i) 






(Dr. 
 (Bradazhui)  Gershevitch)

 (Barezui) 


  


























 



    


Tamil: ko: mountain
Telugu: Kodu: man of a certain hill 

tribe
Kui: kui: the kond tribe or 

language(61)


(koitoRk-  (Kubi)  (kuving, kuvi)   (kui-kui) 

 (Kurava- karava)  Koya)




 












 (i) 







-Dravidian)(Proto  (parvaka) 
 (vaRa-ko-i) 

 (vaRa) 
(northern)  (vada)  (bada)  (vata) 


Tamil: vata: northern

Telugu: vatai: north wind

Malayalam: vata: north

Kannada: bada: the north

Kodagu: badaki: north

Tulu: bada: the north, northern

Telugu: vadaku: north (59)

 (ko) 


mons, mont, men 
 
 

(vouno)  
(berg)  

mountain 
(Beaumont)  

montanus 
 
 
 



 
"Dr. Hiremath giving the meaning of the

word Brahui, first shows derivation of the

word and says: 

Brahui > Bra + hu + i

Bra < bada < vada, means 'North'

hu < Ku < ko means hill

i-one belongs to
Brahui means one who belongs to the
northern hill. This name broadly cannotes 
the sense of "people of the hilly track and
their languages". This name may have been
derived from Proto-Dravidian stem……."(65)


"brahui, Brahui <vata ko-i' norther 

mountaineers' people of the northern

mountains......."(66)


 (Vadakoi)

 (vada) 
 (Kodagu) 

 (Badaga)  (Badagars)

 (vaRa) 







(Dr. Heirmath)  







 









 



         

"The ethnonym Bra'ui is of ancient and

purely Dravidian origin and in this respect

does not differ from the self-appellations of

other Dravidian peoples and tribes, with

m a n y  o f  w h i c h  i t  i s  c o n n e c t e d

etymologically…… The meaning of the word

shows that in this case -r- apparently comes

from the Proto-Dravidian -R-, ie. Braui<

"vaRa+Ko+i", the entire word meaning

northern mountaineer's' or people of the

northern mountains,……"(64)


 



 



 







 
AyyaKe ke 
Accakke ke 

co-makke ke 
Ponakke ke 
Amme e 

Accamme e 
Ayyamme e 
Pannayye ye 
Comayye ye 
Ponnappe e 
Ponnanne anne 
Muttanne anne 
Odevoni oni 

ponnavve avve    

 













Proto-Dravidian 
 Stem)























 


 (Parvaka)









"The wealthy robber tribe of the Panis with
the parnians, whom the Greek biographers
Strabo describes as nomads, a sort of
Eranian Bedouins- having their abodes along
the oxus (modern Amun-Darya), and that of
the paravatas or "mountaineers", a people
whom the vedic Aryas fought, with the
Parouetai dwelling in the mountains,"(76)




"It claimed that the "Daha" and "Parnois" (in
Greek transcription) found in late centuries
in eastern Turkmenistan were descendants of
the residue of these Tribes that were left
behind……."(77)

  


"That a people called parnoi was one of the
Da(h)a tribes and that they had previously
lived along the Okhos river (modern Tejend
in Morgiana)."(78)




 
 
 
 



 






"The word "Brahui" (older Brahoi) is almost
certainly a modern term, taken from the
Siraiki (Jatki) braho… to which the Balochi
adj. suffix has been added, as is usual, to
form an ethnicon….....''(71)










 (koi)  (ka) 


(parbat)  (parvat) 

 








 
cultivation is possible and a prings of water
abound, learning to the weaker Cushites the
parched coast and the many arid plains. A
somewhat similar distribution of the
Brahoos is even now found..........."(81)


 (Parikan) 

 (Parikan) 





 (SpoKen language) 









 ura 




 Ur 
  Ur 
  Ur 
  Ur 

   Ur 
  Uru 
  Uru 




  Ur 
  Ura 




(Parnians) 
 (Parnoi)  (Parnois)  (Paravatas) 

 (Parvata)


"Under these circumstances I regard the Bra
in Brahui as a contraction of Bara, and
obtain thus in Barahui a name whose
resemblance to that of the ancient Barrahai
the modern Bhars, as well as to that of the
paratas and paravar, and their kindered the
Maratha paravari and Dravidian parheyas of
palamau is striking.(79)


 (Satrapies) 

 (Parikon) 





"That in the term pari-canii we have an
equivalent  of  A-pary-tae,  pary-etae ,
pare-taceni  & ce, i.e. a term of Arian origin,
merely signifying "mountaineer". Perhaps,
than, the paricanians are the Arains as
distinguished from the cushite inhabitants
of Baloochistan, standing to these last as
the Balochees now stand to the Brahoos.
Being the stronger people they would hold
to the mountains of the interior, where



 
attention of scholar. Colonel Holdich called
Rambcia, the capital of the Oritans in the
LasBela state, "the ancient Dravidian
capital"..... Though I am prepared to believe
that in the third and second millennia B.C.
Some kind of ancient Dravidian was spoke
in Baluchistan."(89)


"The  Brahui  o r  Vrahu i  seem to  be
descended from the Oritae known to the
Greek is the time of Alexander the Great
(4th century B.C)......"(90)




"The name Orittai is probably a Greek word
("Mountaineer") and corresponds to the
n a t i v e  n a m e  P a k i s t a n i  u s e d  b y
HERODOTUS, both are represented by the
modern colloquial name Brahui...."(91)


'' The tribes of oritans reside in the Hab river

valley upto Hingol river, whose language is

said to be different'and hence identified with

Brahuis..."(92)


 (Pardiconos)  


 (parikan) 


 




 (Parikanoi) 
 (Oi) 

















 (Uxoi) 



"Tarn concludes that the Oritans were
Iranians. It is true various classic authors
state that Iranian tribes used to practice
similar customs....... On the other hand
recent excavation in the Nal area have
shown that the prehistoric Nal tribes
practiced fractional burial, and these Nal
tribesmen were possibly Dravidians and
certainly no Iranians........ For the rest, long
before the discovery of the remains of
Harappa and Mohen-jo-Daro Holdich
supposed that the Oritans belonged to the
same  s tock  as  the  pr ese nt  Brahui
tribes........"(88)


"Brahui is spoken in the mountainous tract
of Jhalawan around Nal, and in Sarawan,
the region between Quetta and Kalat. It is a
Dravidian tongue......
The presence of this Dravidian people
separated by vast distance from the
Dravidian speaking inhabitants of south
India has always caught and held the



 
 -  (Diodorus Siculus)  




 (Particanos)  










 (Pariko) 











"Later on when a movement of the Baloch

took place from the westwarb certain

sections such as the siahpad of pariko and

nal and some of the Bizanjaus'appear to

here settled in the country"(97)








"The great part of pariko belong to them and
they also wander about in the kharan hill to
graze their flocks"(98)






 (Nillu) 





  
  




  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  




  




  
    
   
  


 



 (Parikanoi)

 (Parkan)

 





"The bed of the stream called parkan
skirting the north of the Taloi range and
leading westwards from the Hingol, and we
n e e d  l o o k   n o  f a r t h e r  f o r  t h e
parikanoi....."(94)



 
people al-Badaha; this appellation is clearly
to be understood as that of the Brahui
( p e r h a p s  i t  s h o u l d  b e  r e a d
al-Baraha).........{105)









 

 

 
 








 














 Bra.hu.i  









"The pirrikari descendants of war captives
from India  "(103)


 













< 
 <  <  < 





"To Qandabil used to come for the sake of
commerce members of the nomadic pagan



 


 (Consonants)  (Vowel) 







  
109  (to hear)(bin) (To hear) (ven.vin) 
(110) (mound)(but)  (mountain) (vitari.vitan) 

(111)(toseparate) (bir) 


(that which

is'separate)
var'ver  / 

112  (bow)(bil)  (bil, vil) 
113  (tocome)(bar) 


 (tocome) (var) 

(to wear, put (ben)
(114)on)

(to wear) (vay, vey) 

 i  (a) 


 
(to separate) (bir) 

 (var) 
 i  (a) 

 i (a) 

 

 



 / 








"In words of  Dravidion orig in initial
consonant clusters appear as a result of the
dropping of the vowel which originally
existed between them, the quality of the
vowel that was dropped influencing the
quality of the vowel in the second syllable
(the latter becomes longer)in accordance
with these rules:a ..a> a'ii> t'u..u>ea> 
e'u/oa-o. At the same time the Brahui
consonant bis a reflection of the initial
v.Finally, rmay be either the original
s o n a n t r o r  a  r e f l e c t i o n  o f  t h e
ProtoDravidian noise consonants - R -
and-rr-or the sonant-Z-. The meaning of the
word shows that in this case-r-apparently
comes from the proto-Dravidian-R-i.e'
bra 'u i<  vaRako i '  the  ent ir e  word
meaning"northern mountaineers 'or, people
of the northern mountains'".......... (107)

 



 
(128)(to go) (hin) (to go) (kal) 

 (129)   (kal) 
(130)(ten) (dah)  (ten) 

(dekm)





 
    
    

 
     

   
 

i ho Bra

Brahui









(nor theren 
 mountaineers)




 (R) 

 
(116)(to hold)  (to touch) (tor) 
(117)(to walk) 



 (to crose) (kara) 



(118)(to raise) (harf)  (to rise) (eru) 
(to cause to

riese)

(eruvu) 

  (to rise) (er) 
(119)(to plaster) (mir)   (to smear) (mer)

(120)(to see) (hurr)  (to think) (cur) 
(121)   (ur) 


 ( c ) 

 (h)  (k)
 (h)  (k) 

(122)(to see) (hurr)  (to think) (cur)  

(123)(finger) (hor)  (finger, nail) (ukir)  

(124)(wind) (taho) (wind) (taka) 
(125)   (wind) (take) 

(126)(rate) (hal) (rate) (elka)  

(127)(to bring) (hata)   (to bring) (kota) 



 
 







"They (Brahuis) seem to have been a nation

of Tartar mountaineers........"(1)

 -  (Gyarmathi) 





 (Hager)  




(Sajnovits) 
 - 


 (Klaproth) 

 









 Bravra, Bravda 
 Brahui

(Mr.  (Dr. Stevenson) 





 (Mr. Meninski)  


Weighe)




"The language of the Todas has a strong

resemblance to the language of other Indian

hill tribes; especially to that of the Brahoes,

a tribe inhabiting the mountains of the

Scinde, and like the Todas, men of fine

features and having an evidently Caucasian



 














  


  
 






 



















"The gazetteer of the world or, dictionary of geographical
Knowledge"









 "The Missionary Herald" 





 



 (Dravidian Race)

 




"The Journal of the Roayl Asiatic 
 Society of Great Britian and Ireland"


 "The Calcutta Review" 



cast of countenance; so much so that the

Todas have been mistaken for a colony of

Greeks and the  Brahoes  for  one  of

Jews......."(4)

 





"The Brahui language is partly Dravidian"(6)













"(Lessen) without placing it, he remarks that
the  numera ls  are  South- Ind ian (or
Tamulian) rather than aught else. He might
have said more. The Brahui is a remarkable
and unexplained branch of the Tamul...."(8)


"It is allied to the langauges of the Dekhan,
and generally to that class of langauges that
has been called Tartar. The Brahuis thus
real aboriginal Scyths or Tartars........"(9)









"The Brahui are a peculiar people, with a
peculiar langauge, in Biluchistan, Mekran,
and part of Scinde. It had been suggested
by lassen that their tongue had affinities
with the Southern (Tamulain) tongue of
India....."(10)



 



 
"After a careful examination.... that the
Brahui is a langauge belonging to the
Dravidian Family.........."(23)

 



Since 1880, the Brahui has been accepted
as a Dravidian language.(24)





(Proto-Dravidian Language) 
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"In 1962 Emeneau proposed that Brahui
and Kurukh-Malto probably constituted a
sub- family  or  group due  to ce r ta in
phonological isoglasses and some common
retentions and shared innovation......"(30)

 (Dravidologist) 
 








 (Proto-Dravidian) 





 (Proto-North Dravidian) 
 (Proto-Dravidian) 












Brahui

Kurukh

Malto
Kuvi

Kui

Konda

Gondi

Tulu

Godaba

Parji
Naiki

Kolami
Telugu

Kodagu

Kannada

Kota

Malayalam

Tamil

Toda

P[roto]N[orth]Dr[avidian]

Malt[o]

Kur[ukh] Br[ahui]





 




  
  




"According to the modern conception,
Brahui belongs to the north-western group
of the Dravidian languages. It is apparently
most closely related to the north-western
group of these languages, which includes
Malto and Kurukh……."(35)



 

"May we not conclude then that while the

stream Dravidian population as evidence, by

the Brahui in Baluchistan, entered India by

the North-West......"(36)


"The Dravidian races entered India from

west, probably by the Bolan Pass......."(37)


"They (Dravidian) pushed into India by way

of Baluchistan (where the Brahui language

marks their presence) and spread along the

Indus and Gangs valley, before passing into

the South (India)..."(38)
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 (Peru) 
 (Thor Heyer Dahl)  




 



 (Anatolia)


  (Isles) 






 (Polynesia)  






 



 (Etruscans) 


 





 

  
  

"Dravidians, who were the authors of the
Indus civilization, moved from the north to
south and eas. They entered India by about
2500 B.C and the Indus civilization had a
duration of about 1000 years........"(42)














 







 (Hairy Ainu)  


 



 
Southe rn  Pe r s ia ;  and  p e rhaps  the

non-Aryan people of ancient Persia were of

the Dravidian race, who formed connection

between Babylonia and India......"(56)


"The langauge is the northermost remnant
of the Dravidian languages which are now
found mainly in the southern Indian
Subcontinent, but prehistorically may once
have been more widely found in Iran. This is
suggested is particular by the possible
distant relationship between proto-Elamite
and proto-Dravidian. It is therefore not
unl ike ly  tha t  the  unknown anc ient
non-Iranian languges in the south of Iran
from Elam to India may have included
Dravidian speakers........"(57)






"Proto-Brahuis may have been the dominant
people in Baluchistan and even Sindh when
the Aryan expanded. Whether they were the
inhabitants of Mohen-jo-Daro and carries of
the Indus civilization, probably destroyed by
the Vedic invaders of India....."(58)


"Brahui and the other northern Dravidian

languages are thought to be remnant of an

extensive pre-Aryan Dravidian presence in

the north,...... According to........ theory,


 









 (Polynesia)  









"It is believed that Dravidians from India to
Egypt and laid the  foundation of  its
civilization there. The Egyptions themselves
had the tradition that they originally came
from the South.........."(54)


"The Dravidian languages which include
Brahui. All this shows that a vast area with
a pre-Aryan population extended from
South  I ran through Afghanis tan to
Balochistan in which the speakers of the
Indo-Iranian and the Indo-Aryan languages
settled after 2000 B.C.........."(55)


"It recently was proved that in Balochistan

there exists a Dravidian population, "The

Brahuis", the Dravidian type is noted in



 

 
 


    


"Emeneau like Bloch, Hock finds the
suggest ion  that  Brahui  cou ld  have
emigrated from the South to the North to be
perfectly possible  ."(67)

 


"Finally, the linguist and mathematician
Josef Elfenbein confirmed it using a
different approach  .(68)






 


"No one now taes seriously J. Bloch' theory
of a possible Brahui migratian northwards
from Andhra pardesh across Maharashtra'
Gujrat' Sind and the Indus river:both his
c h r o n o l o g y  a n d  g e o g r a p h y  p o s e
insurmountable problems  "(69)

 
"Traditionally, it has been held that the
Brahui have lived in the highlands of Kalat
since prehistoric times, having split off from
other Dravidian before their arrival in India,
but I have proposed a revision of this notion

people of the Indus valley civilization

[C.3000 BCE, just east of the present day

Brahui speaking area] were Dravidian

speakers."(59)


"Brahui...... is spoken, far off from the rest,
in the mountains of Balochistan; it seems to
be a relic of a time when Dravidian accupied
a much wider territory, before the invasion
of Indo-Aryan and Iranian speech........"(60)


 


"In the 1920s, French lingust Jules Bloch
demonstrated, through an analysis of the
Brahui vocabulary, that the language
reached Baluchistan recently, perhaps at
the time of the Islamic invasions and
probably from central India."(62)


"Bloch (1911, see also 1925, 1929) was the
first to suggest that Brahui may have
mig ra t ed  t o  the  a r e a  f rom f a r the r
south......"(63)


"The Brahui are relatively new migrants in
the northern through Gujrat and Sindh
until they settled in the Kalat highlands of
Baluchistan......."(64)



 


 





 









 

 









to one of a realtively late immigration
from India, about the 9th century.
According to this theroy, they met and
became mixed with the Baloch in their
present habital about a thousand years
ago, and the previasive influence of
Baloch on Brahui dates from about this
time  ."(70)

 



 (Kadar)  (Chenchu)  




 
 (Yerukula)  (Waddar)  (Muka-Dora) 
 (Kamar) (kakadi)  (Holiya) 

 (Maria)


 




 


 

 



 


 
 

 





 







 




 



 




 


 


 
 

 




 


 












 



 



 





 
 Motiravan Kangali)

 (Parkash Salame)


The Daily  
(Harpal Singh)  Hindu

 
"(S. Harpal Sing- Adil Abad)

"Gonds May have migrated from
Indus Valley"

"On the goddess kotamma temple woollen
markot way there is a rocky roof shelter for
shepherds and sheep to stay at night up to
morn ing . "  This  innocuous sound ing
statement could actually be revolutionary
find linking the adivasi Gond tribe to the
Indus Civilization, which flourished between
2500 B.C. and 1750 B.C.
The sentence emerged after a set of 19
pictographic from a cave in Hampi were
deciphered using root morphemes of Gondi
language, considered by many eminent
linguists as a Proto-Dravidian langauge.
Eleven of the Hampi pictographs resemble
those of the civilisation, according to Dr. K.M.
Metry, Head and Dean, Social Sciences,
Kannada University, Hampi; Dr. Motiravan
Kangali, a linguist and expert in Gondi
language  and  cul ture  f rom Nagpur ,
Maharashtra; and his associate Parkesh
Salame, also an expert in Gondi.
There were in utnoor to participate in the

4th National workshop on standardisation of
Gondi dictionary when they spoke tothe




 






  


 
 
 
 


  




"According to their tradition the Oraos came
to India from the west, probably via
Baluchistan, wehre Brahui is spoken..."(74)


 (Dr. K.M. Mitry)  

(Dr. 



 
  


"David McAlpin has given the linguistic data
that argues for an ancient date, for Brahui
in Pakistan.
David McAlpin has shown that Brahui's are
in their current location for millennia, and
t h a t  f i r s t  t o  b r a n c h  o f f  f r o m
proto-Dravidian.......[.77)

  


"Archaeological evidence has revealed
presence of Brahuis as far back as 6000
B.C.E. Brahuis, the Dravidian stock, lived
during the Mehrgarh civilization around
6000 B.C. Their descendants cantinue to
live in the region and have a dialect distinct
from any other in the expanse."(78)

   


"Elfenbein say that Brahui is emigrant to
their present habital 1000 years ago...... but
he dose not give lingustic arguments."(79)

  


"I disagree with Elfenbein' however' about
the  location of  the  North Drav id ian
hameland.  In  my  op inion i t  was in
Baluchistan rather than in'central west
India' which means that the Prot-.Brahui
speakers were already in Baluchistan when
the Baluch came'rather than vice versa.
Baluchistan was hardly uninhabited when

Hindu about their study of the pictographs.
Though the  'd iscove ry '  i s  ye t  t o  be
authenticated, Dr. Metry and his associates
are very apimistic about their work.
"Instead of looking at the painting from an
archaeological or purely linguistic point of
view, we took the cultural way to decipher
the pictographs. Gondi culture being totemic,
has a lot of such symbols also associated
with Ghotul Schools".Said Dr. Metry.
"Gondi is a Proto-Dravidian langauge and
gives enough scope fro studying the
pictographs though its root morphemes"
observed Dr. Kangali "Application of the root
morphems helped us in deciphering the 19
pictographs", he added if the discovery
stands the scrutiny of experts in the field,it
would mean that the Ghonds living in central
and southern India could have migrated from
the Indus valley civilisation. "Meanwhile, we
will continue with our work applying it ot
other paintings in the Hampi area to
establish a Gondi-Harappan link", the
professor Said....."(75)


  


"The large Island of Dravidian speech in the
mountainous region of distant Baluchistan
which lie near the western routes into India.
Is Brahui a surviving trace of the immigration
of Dravidian- speaking people into India from
the west? Or does it mark the limits of an
overflow from India into Baluchistan? Both
theories have been held; but, as all the great
movement's of people have been into India
and not out of India........."(76)



 



 




 







 




 









the Baluch arrived there' as there is a
archaeological evidence of more or less
continuous occupation from the seventh
millennium BC. All this time nomadic
people have migrated seasonally between
highlands and lowlands'spending the hot
summers in the coolness of the hills and the
cold winters in the mildness of the plains 
Many groups extended the ir  winter
wandering to Gujarat and Rajasthan. It is
easy to imagine that the Kurukh and Malto
represent one such nomadic tribe which
continued its migration to the hills of central
and eastern lndia when once its way back to
Baluchistan had become blocked. It is more
difficult to imagine that people of the plains
forced their way into the rugged mountains
of Baluchistan' especially if those mountains
were already occupied by such hardy tribes
as the Baluch.And would the Baluch have
accepted such plains people into their fold'
respecting them as much as or even more
than themselves?
If the Brahuis were not the indigenous
inhabitants of Baluchistan' who were?
Certainly not the Baluch, who came from
northern lran in the tenth century A.D or
later.
The conclusion that the Brahui and Kuruk,
Malto repersent removents of the languages
spoken by the descendants of the Early
Harappan populaition of Baluchistan is
su p p e r t e d  b y  the  e v id e nc e  o f  o l d
Indo-Aryan"(80)   

   




 
 (Jean Francois Jarriage) 
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"It does suggest that the Indus civilization
was an indiginous development that arose
out of the evolution of developed village
culture in a favourable environment. It
emphasize the Sub- Continental roots and
the consequent style a which gives the
civilization  its  uniqueness……."(83)


"I disproved with actual evidence that Indus

civilization came from other areas of the

world, like Mesopotamia or Iran. I proved

that it was as indigenous growth and

originated with Indus valley, developed and

declined here……"(84)




"Indigenous people and not the outsiders
bui l t  the  c i t ies  o f  the  Indus Val ley
Civilization, because there is no evidence
that any people came from out side the area
of to settle here"(85)













 



 





  







 






   



"Dravidian are Indian born race. Dravidians,
o r i g i n  i s  P r o t o - A u s t r o i d  a n d
Proto-Negroid...."(96)















  





3 5 0 0 = B  7 4 0 0 = B - 2 9 0 + 9 3 8 5

 P.180+55530








"12,000- 5,000 B.C During this period, most
people in South Asia continue to obtain
nourishment by hunting, fishing, and food
gathering."91)





 (Gathers)  (Hunters) 
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"The language of the Brahui in the north of
Sindh and on the east of Baluchistan, on
the north-west of British India."(106)





 - 
  
 
 (dialects)  (dialect)

 (sub-dialect) 
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 (Parvaka) 












  
 


"The varnas of Aryan priest (brahmana) and
warriors (ksatriya or rajanya) were opposed
to the varnas of the aboriginal Dasa, called
'black-skinned' (Rigveda 1.130.8). Modern
researchers propose that the Dasa were
Dravidians creaters of the Harappan culture
and script. Their homeland in the Punjab is
proved by the Brahui who have preserved
Dravidian language in the North........"(112)








"It recently was proved that in Baluchistan
there exists a Dravidian population, "the
Brahui;" the Dravidian type is noted in
Southe rn  Pe rs ia ;  and  perhaps ,  the
non-Aryan people of ancient persia were of
the Dravidian race, who formed connection
between Babylonia and India."(108)




"The Dravidian Languages which includes
Brahui. All this shows that vast area with a
pre-Aryan population extended from
South-I ran through Afghan is tan to
Baluchistan  ."(109)




"Brahui is spoken in Iranian Baluchistan and
in the adjacent areas of Afghanistan and
Pakistan. The language is the northermost
remnant of the Dravidian languages which
are now found mainly in the Southern India
subcontinent, but prehistorically may once
have been more widely found in Iran. This is
suggested is particular by the possible
distant relationship between Proto-Elamite
and Proto-Dravidian. It is therefore not un
likely that the unknown ancient non-Iranian
languages in the south of Iran form Elam to
Ind ia  may  have  inc luded  Drav id ian
speakers......."(110)



 
 (Kurux) 

 (K i ta )  (K u tak k u )

 (kut-v-k)

 


 (Kita)  (kuta)  
 (Kuta)  

  


 (karkhizai)


 


"According to their tradition the Oraons to
Ind ia  f r om the  we s t ,  p robab ly  v ia
Baluchistan, where Brahui is spoken. They
were settled for some time in the Karnatic,
where Kanarese prevails, which like Brahui
is some what connected with Kurukh."(114)


  


  



 













 

(Karkh)  (Kurukh) 


 (Kurukh) 


"The name Kurukh (phonemically/ Kurx/

p h o n e t i c a l l y  [ K u r u x ] )  h a s  b e e n

etymologically connected with Kodagu, the

name of a Dravidian people and Language

in Karanataka. However, because of Tamil

Kutakku "West' the PDR root reconstructed

here [Kut-V-k] may originally have denoted

the point of the compass, and only later on

came to be used as the name of people……

The Tamil word Kuta setting Sun' indeed

suggests that the ultimate etymology of

these words may be the proto-Dravidian

verb Kita to lie down rest fall down for the

change i>u before retro-flexes in common in

Dravidian……"(113)



 






 (kota)  


 

 (kotwal) 

 Kotal


     


     
     














 (Kannada)  
 (Kunaro)  (kanda) 


 (Coorg/Koraga)   

 



"Kodagu, properly Kudagu, from Kuda, west
a meaning of the word which is usual in
Ancient Tamil…"(115)




  






"Koda or Kodak valley lies in the western
part of Jhalawan and is enclosed on the
west by the lofty Mukk hills. This plain is
t o l e r a b l y  e x t e n s i v e ,  s t r e t c h i n g
north-north-west and south-south-west for
a considerable distance. This valley, as well
as korask which lies to its south, originally
belonged to the Sajdi's and there are traces
of ancient Karazes ascribed to the Arabs
and now rains which indicated that in
ancient times there was considerable
amount of cultivation…."(117) 








 / 




 
called Gurage. "Gorg" is written in the map
of the Survey of Pakistan. H.T Lambrick, in
his boot "Sindh" A General Introduction"
has called Gorag to this peak. He writes,
"Gorag" is the highest peak in the South of
Gaaj . . . . . . . . In  comprehens ive  S indhi
Dictionary, some words are found about
pertaining to this word. It is necessary to
have a birds eye view of those words.
o  Gurakh: Gig hole.
o  G o r a k h :  A  f a m o u s  S a i n t ;
complicated.
o  Gorag: Name of Shankar Bhagwan,
Shri Gorakh.
o  Gorakhnath: Cheif of Jogis.
There are different meanings of the word
"Gorakh" in Hindi Gorakh means guard,
sky, angle and thunder, god of earth, Ram
god, Bazar god, and mountain god. All of
those reflect to huge, difficult and guard.
Some researchers are of the opinion that
the name Gorakh was kept after the name
of Gorakhnath. About Gorakhnath, there is
a detialed account in the book "Mother
Earth" that Gupta General Patarka, who
was valanbhi by cast, founded valanbhi
panth and made valabhipur as his capital.
In that valabhi period, Gorakhnath studied
at  Shr i .  Machundarna th  Jog i .  Ga j
Gopichand and Raja Hari Bharti were also
desciples of Shri Machundarnth  ."(122)

 






"Koraga, earlier grouped with Tulu as a
dialect of Tulu despite many differences, is
classified as a Language or perhaps even
two Languages……… Apparently the two
dialects Kora and Mu:du; are quite distinct
one not mutually intelligible with each
other, with Tulu, or with Kannada. In fact
Koraga seems to show some affinities with
North Dravidian…….(121)


"Many reasons are narrated about the name
of Gorakh. People mention some myths,
tradition, stories, topographical names and
terms of other languages in this regard. A
tradition previals in the area, that Gorakh is
a name of bird, which stays always in the
sky and comes to earth only in summer.
Another tradition is that the Gorakh is a
he rb ,  be ne f ic ia l  f or  hear t  d i sease .
Comprehensive Sindhi Dictionary describes
"Gorakh" as a herb.
Some people are of the opinion that "Torav"
means 'red' in Balochi and the western side
of the hill seems red, so it was named as
"Gorakh" or as Gorki goat. Dr. Nabi Bux
Baloch describes gorki goat, as the goat
which is red, red from neck to shoulders.
Some are of the opinion that Gorakh is
derived from "Goragh" which means torents
of rainfall' because it had been torrenttial
rain in the past.
Some local people call this place Gorakh/
Gurag. Gurg means jackal in Balochi/
persian. It is said that the place had been
remaind abode of jackals therefore it is



 



 (Bada-zai 









"This change of 'r' into,l and the previous
one of 'r' into 'd', for in the constituents of
an important dialectic law. That law is, that
the same consonant which is 'r' in Tamil is
generally 'd' in Telugu, and always in
modern Canares. Thus a fowl is Kor-i- in
Tamil,  Kod-I  in Telugu, and Kol-i in
canarese. Thus numeral seven is er-u in
Tamil, od-u in Telugu……. This 'd' is same
times softened down into the dental 'd' thus
manushya, San: man, become in classical
Tamil manda-n….."(127)
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   (Koragi) 




   (korak)




  


 

 
 













 

 








 (Bitagu)  



  



 
 (Wadh)  

 (bada)  (vada) 


 a 
 (a)  (a) 

 (kah)  (i-a) 




(Kanarese,  (Kannada)  
 (Karantaka)  Canarese)





  



"Comparative phonology thus points to
Brahui being closer to kanarese and Tulu
than to Tamil….."(132)







   
   

  
 <  < 




  
  
  
  
 
  
  

    




"Badagar (The northern people…"(129)


 



 / 






 
 (kunnar) 

(Kannar) 
  

 (Kinaru)  (knaru)

  







(Gondi)  (Gond)  
 (koytor) 




 (Dialect) 

 







  


 








 (ku)  (khond)  

  







  


  

 
"The Nighari aboriginal.........."(134)

  
 (Nagaru) 

 Nagaru  Nagaru  
  

 















 
"The Rodenjo valley is separated from the
Kalat valley on the north by the Shah
Mardan Hill. It is bounded on the north by
Dasht- i -Badu,  on the  south by  the
Koh-e-but and pango hills, on the east by
Saiad Ali and Kuki hills and on the west by
Dasht-i-Goran……."(142)

 (Pango)  (Pengo) 
 (a)  (e)




  
en e<a Hanen (sweet)

eli e<a hal (rat)

eru e<a Harf (to rise)

Kevi e<a Khaf (ear)

ce e<a Khah (to die) (143)


 (wango) 





 Paleya 
"Paleya. The Kanarese form of Palaiya.
A lso  the  name  o f  a  w i ld  t r ibe  in
Coorg.......(144)



 (Khand) 



 (kondi) 


(Kodu)  (Kuvin)   (kuvi)  





 (Kuinga)   (Kui)



 









 (Kedu)

 




 (Talli) 
 (kui) 

 Kui 
 Kui


 (Pengo) 



 




 (pango) 



 











   
 (Dravida) 

(Dravida)  
 




  


"T iravida  or  T irami.da to have  been
converted into Dravi.da…….The oldest form
of Dravida or at least, the form which
appears to have been most widely in
use-appears to have been Drami.da; and
this is the first step towards identifying that
two words, Dravida and Tamir. Both forms
of the word are known in Tamil, but
Dramida (wriiten Tiramida) is preferred by
the classical, and is placed first is ancient
Tamil vocabularies……"(147)










 
 
  
 

  



    









 


 

 


   
 











 







  







  


( P r o t o  Dr av id i a n 
 Language)


"Dravidian speakers moved 1500 B.C
…….There distinct dialects groups probably
existed proto-North Dravidian, Proto-Central
D r a v i d i a n  a n d  P r o t o - S o u t h
Dravidian……"(153)




"In historical linguistics Dravidian signifies a
family of Languages believed to be related to




"The word Dravida may also have the origin
from Sanskrit Drava- meaning water or
sea…..the word Dravidian may have been
used to identify people living in India……
Close to the sea….. Since southern India is
surrounding by sea on three sides…. The
word may be used pre dominantly, to
i d e n t i f y  t h e  i n h a b i t a n t  o f  t h e s e
areas….."(148)




 (Proto-Dravidian) 


"There was at some time in the past a single
speech community which we usually call
"Proto-Darividan"  ."(149)


"It seems established the Proto-Dravidian
w a s  s p o k e n  a l l  o v e r  t h e  I n d i a n
sub-continent when the first Indo-European
arrived  ."(150)





 (Dialects)




 (Proto-Dravidian) 



 







  



  


 

  












  



  






  


one another by common descent from
ancestra l  Languages  such as  proto
South-Dravidian, Proto Central Dravidian
and P ro to -  Nor th-Drav id ian ,  which
themselves descend from a single apical
ancestor called proto-Dravidian……."(154)


 (Proto-Varakoi) 




"The Proto-Brahuis may have been the
dominant people in Baluchistan and even
Sind when the Aryans expended. Whether
they were the inhabitants of Moen-jo-Daro
and carries of the Indus civilization......."(155)












  





 
smaller proportions all over north India up
to the Dravidian speaking south….."(169)





"The  Indus va l ley  was an intrus ive
civilization emanating from further west. 
Painted pottery and other objects somewhat
analogous to those from Mohen-jo-Daro and
Harappa have been found in Balochistan
and there are linguistic reasons for believing
that it was by way of Balochistan; that the
Dravidian races Thought by some writers to 
have been originally connected with the
Mediterranean) entered India……"(170)

 


"Dolichocephalic (long-headed), brown-
skinned, with wavy hair, is also found in the
western Ghats…… Examples are the
Kannada- speaking Kurumbas from the
Nilgiri hills, the Telugu- speaking chenchus
and Tamil- speaking yeruvas from the
Eastern Ghats…… This category is also
widely represented among the adivasis from
central India, the Dravidian-speaking
khonds and Oraons, the Munda, speaking
juangs,  Birhors , e tc,…… In the ……
Dravidian-speaking Todas…… the Kodagus
from coorg, and the Nayars from Kerala, for
instance, belong to one or the other of these
types…. that The Dravidian Brahuis…. in
the north of sub continent…."(171)







  



  








   



  





   


 

   


"The fair Mediterranean type is predominant
in northwest India but may be found in



 



"P.Meriggi classified the language of the
inhab i tants  o f  the  Indus  va l le y  as
Proto-Brahui........."(174)







  







  














  



"The language is, an early form of Dravidian
called by us "Proto-Dravidian". It appears to

 

 



 





"Systematic studies of the Indus script,
using scientific methods of statistical
p o s i t i o n a l  a n a l y s i s  h a v e  l e d  t h e
investigators to the conclusion that the
Harappan language is typologically non
Indo-  European and  resembles  the
Drav id ian languages  c lose ly……. In
particular, it appears that the Harappan
language was mono-syllabic and of the
suffixing type with a Dravidian, like word-
"order"…….."(172)





"The Indus civilization was pre-Aryan and
the Indus language or languages must have
been pre-Aryan also, possibly, one or the
other of then (if, as seems likely, there was
more than one) was Dravidic. This for three
reasons, seem a most likely conjecture first
because the Dravid speaking people were
the precursors of the Aryans over the most
of the northern India….. The Brahuis
Ba loch is tan have  prese rved  among
themselves an island of Dravidic speech
which may well be a relic from pre-Aryan
times when Dravidic was perhaps the
common language of these parts…."(173)



 


  





"The Harappan language is totally lost
without any surviving descendent….. No
doubt Brahui in Indus region is only
proto-Dravidian language… which shows
link with Indus language….. "(183)


"The early Indus valley people spoke

Proto-Brahui language.."(184)




"Author and parpola concluded Brahui was

first language of Harappan."(185)





  






be very close to the south- Dravidian, as
especially Tamil and decidedly younger than
the parent language of all  Dravidian
languages……"(178)








  







 (Dialect) 


"The Current hypothesis is that the Indus
valley langauge was North Dravidian due to
their sporadic distribution in Pakistan,
Eastern India and Nepal  ."(180)




"There is a strong possibility that Indus
language….. was proto-Dravidian either
archaic  Tamil or Brahui…."(181)






 
 


"The Dravidian tradition was originally
called the Sidha tradition. The word 'Sid'
f oun d  in  Moh e n- jo -Daro ,  Har appa
inscriptions was the original name of India.
The derivation of Sid, Sindhu...... It is
noteworthy that the meaning of the word sid
and 'Sindhu' related to 'flow' or 'spill' and to
think or worry. In the Dravidian langauges
like Tamil and Telugu, the word Sindhania
and Sindha, have the same meaning even to
day....... According to Father Heras, the
Mohen-jo-Daro inscriptions speak of the
country of Sid which is just indicate of the
land watered by the later Sindhu or
Indus."(188)

  (Seem) 


  


 





 
 


  
   





  













  














 



 (Indus) 
 (Hindos)  (Sindthos) 
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 (Sid)  



 
  
  




   
  
  
  
 


 




 
  

  
  




  
  

   
  




  
 
 
  


 

  



 

  
  
   




 
  
  

 







   
  
 






  
  
   
    
  

 









 

 
  



  
 




 

  
  


 

  
  
 

  






 
 
 
 
 
 
  

 
  

  


  

 

  



  

  


 

  




 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 





 
  




  





 








  

 
 
 
 





 
 
 



 
 

 



 















"Since it does not retian any archaic

features of Proto-Dravidian."(195)





 

i, i, u, u, e, e, a, a, o, o (196)


a, a, e, e, i, i, o, o, u, u (197)

 a,a, i, i, u, u,   


"Brahui has unherited proto-Dravidian high

and low vowels, short and long /a, a, i, i, u,

u, ..............."(198)




 

 (David McAlpin) 

  
  

Elamo-Dravidian
i. Elamile
ii. Dravidian
A. Northwest:  Brahui
B Dravidian proper
1. Northeast (=Kurwx-Malto)
2. Central:
a: Kolami-parji
b: Telugu-kui
3. South
a. Tulu
b. Tamil-Kannada














 
 e,o,o 

     o

      o

     e




  
a-kan  
i-irant  
u-mut  






e-tel  
o-ko  


a-pal  
i-nir  

u-cuppu  
e-keso  







o-oye(202)  
 (Consonants)  


 p,m, t, n, t, l, r, t, n,l, c, w,y,k, t, 


 


   

L
a
b
ia

l
D

en
ta

l
A

lv
eo

la
r

R
et

ro
fl
ex

P
a
la

ta
l

V
el

a
r

G
lo

tt
a
l

S
to

p
s

p
t

t
t

c
k

N
a
sa

ls
m

n
n

n

L
a
te

ra
ls

l
L

F
la

p
/
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p
p
ro

xi
m

a
n

t
z

G
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d
e

w
r

y
H


   

S
to

p
s

P
b

t
d

t
d

k
g

?

A
ff

ri
ca

te
C

j

F
ri

ca
ti

ve
f

x
y

h

S
p
ir

a
n

t
S

Z
S

Z

N
a
sa

l
m

n
n

(n
)

L
a
te

ra
l

l
L

F
la

p
r

r

S
em

i 
V

ow
el

w
y



 
  

khras k kh, k

khan k kh

keragh k kk

bining/tungan nk ng

ciring/curring c c

keesh/bas c s

salum/masax cc s

murk/purruk t r,rr,r

gat/tataring/cut tt t

irat t t

daring t d

guddu tt dd

poring p p

puskun pp p

put kk t

biring r r,rr

mili/mama m m

nir n,r n,d

hanen n n

xal k x

pirring/kurr(eng) r r,rr

mar r r

keragh L r

balun v b

   
 

 



p t t t k 
m n n n 

 Ïl 
r 

r (The voiced retroflex countinue





w y H   
 


Libial (with lips) 
Dental (tongue touching the back of the
upper teeth



Alveolar (tongue touching the upper ridge) 
Retroflex (tip of tongue curued towards
the palatal and bak


Palatal (body of tongue touching the
palate or roof of the mouth)



Uelar (back of tongue  the velum or soft
palate


 




 






 
put k t

xaxo kk x

paning n n

bei m b

tataring t t

(206) ee ut l t

 (Monosyllable)  


"A root can be a free form (word) without
a zero formative, e.g. PD kal' stonx', an,
cow, pu flower..........."(207)

 



 "a" 




 
 
  

  

  

 
 
 

avalenging v f,v

harrifing r r

palh l l,lh

ll ll

der y d

ad t d

hefing L f

margh g/L gh,g

xaf v f

gat k g

ulli/hulli h h

huli h u

taho k h

mux L m

kireng c k

kuben c k

hining i h

xunzing g x

nan L n

ura L r

taring t r

pering n r

su t s

tusing y s

mash L s



 
 

 (um)  
    Ham  am 

   


"In the whole family, only Brahui does not

recognize gender……"(215)






"The omission is due, as many other
peculliarities of this language, to the Iranian
surroundings………"(216)

 



"Since Brahui shows no trace at all of a
gender system, Iranian influence can be
postulated, Balochi or Persian (but certainly
not Pashto)………"(217)

 
"All Dravidian languages except two-Brahui
and Toda- have kept the old gender system
alive in something like its original form,
whilst  Brahui and Toda have  lost it
completely…………. That the loss in Brahui
is to be ascribed to Balochi influence. The
latter, in common with most (but not all)
west Iranian languages, gave up all gender
distinction a very long time ago, probably in
a proto-Balochi period. Both middle Persian
(in all its forms) and Parthian show no trace
of it already in the 3rd century A.D and

 
    

 
   




  
  
   
  
  

 k  k  
   


 me  

 
 be 

 be-sholing 

 be-baling 
 be-halling   




 kiru  kir  

 ke-ki
ke-daning 

ke-harsing 
ki-baning   








 




   
 





"It may, indeed, be stated as a general rule
that all primitive Dravidian nouns are
destitute of gender, and that every noun or
pronoun in which the idea of genders is
formally expressed, being a compound
word, is necessarily of later origin than the
uncompounded primitives……"(223)


"The Dravidian languages had a neuter
pronoun of the third person at the earliest
period to which their forms can be traced; 
but I suspect it was at a later period of their
history that gender made its appearance in
the verb When the Dravidians entered India
their verb must, I think, have been without
personal terminations, and therefore
without gender……….."(224)


Most of the langusges of the Hamalayan
group l ike  those  of  the  Munda and
Dravidian groups are destitute of the
concept of grammatical gender, i, e. from
the grammatical view point all substantives
in them are genderless. Natural gender has
no bearing on the morphological structure
of them(225).

Balochi, a near neighbour of Parthian in
north, central Iran until middle sasanian
times, must have lost it long before the
Baloch began their migration to their
present habitat."(218)



 




"Toda in the far south has lost the gender

system."(219)




    




"for no reason that can be identified"(220)




"Brahui also has lost it but here the cause
can be found most of the Iranian languages
have lost the Indo-European"(221)




 (Parent Language) 
 (Proto-Tamil) 







 





(Proto  (P roto-Brahui ) 
 Dravidian)

 
 








" C o n s o n a n t  c l u s t e r s  o c c u r e

non-initially......"(231)


Karanu - cry

elumbu - bone

adu - that







  
 
 

 






 


  







  


( P r o t o - 

 Dravidian)




 (Proto-Dravidian)

"The gender system occuring in the Central
and North Dravidian languages represents
the PDr. Situations."(228)




"Brahui . . . . . .p rese rves  the  traces  of
Proto-Dravidian contrast in pronouns and in
verb agreement....."(229)



 
 
 
 
 


"Br ni (ne-/n-) 'thou' num (num-) 'you'
On the  Proto-Drav id ian le ve l  these

pronouns are reconstructed in the form of

nin (nin-) 'thou' nim (nim) 'you'......."(235)


"The Brahui pronoun num (num-) 'you'
where the oblique base is also used for the
nomina t i v e  f o rm,  p rove s  tha t  th i s
atternation may have taken place in
Proto-Dravidian dialect..........." (236)

 


"Br. ten (ten-) 'oneself ' ,  themselves'.
Reconstruction of the reflexive pronouns on
the Proto-Dravidian level in the form of 'tan
(tan-) 'oneself ' tan (tam-)' themselves
involves no problems........"(237)

 


"On the  P ro to -Dra v id i an  l e v e l  the
demonstrative pronouns are reconstructed
in the form of am' um, em, im..........."(238)

 


"Brahui instrumental is marked by -at, du, at

'by hand', to/ -ton are used in instrumental 

-sociative meaning, and look very much like 

Te- to(n), e.g na mara -to, with your son na

Ilum- ton with your brother, latta- to' with

the stick -to(n) can be reconstruckted for

Proto-Dravidian in view of their occurence in

Telugu and Brahui......"(232)

 


 
 
 


Malayalam: amma mother

amm  e O mother

Telugu:          Hari          Hari (name)

Har  I O Hari

Parji: gadid Shepered

Gad  i O Shephered

Malto:         Maleh Man

        Mal  e O man (233)

  


  asit ondu, or

  irat, ira iran-t-tu, ir, iru

   must mun, mu, mu(234)

 



 


 


 i


 ii
 iii


 iv
 v
 vi

 vii

  




 


  
  

  
   

 

"de (Br. der' 'who')...... Br. ara (which' which,
kind of)........ Br. am(r) how' point to the
possible alternation -v/ -m/ -n in the base
yav-..... These correspondences indicate that
the interrogative base can be reconstructed
on the Proto-Dravidian level in the form of a
series yav-/ yam/ yan-/ yal-/ which was
symmetrical to the series of the deictic
base......."(239)

 o  


"But interrogative particles related to Ta, a
whether, e' is n't it' o really' evidently existed
i n  t h e  P r o t o - D r a v i d i a n  l a n g u a g e
itself..........."(240)

 
 mp 
  
  

 













"Br. ?it 'talk' ?itmit........ Most probably they
have  been inher ited by the  modern
languages from Proto-Dravidian......"(241)

 


 
 
 

  



 
  kan 
  ay 

  mey 
  un 




  vin 




  min   
  min 





  kot 
  pal 
  vil 
  in 




 ir 
 Kiz,kir 
 Kutt 




 mutt







 cuppu 
  ul 
 en








 er 
 eli 
 er 

 Kevi 
 ce(cey)  

 her 
 ner 

Gondi: Paysan micuk
'without moner'
Kolami: imun  vetta
'with you'
Naiki: apare kel 'to
the house'
Parji: iner hoke
'with whom' (244)

 Post Position 


"In other cases only postpositions are in
use; e.g. Br. 'e ?uc ?ullian ba dudengik' that
camel runs like a horse,.........."(245)

 postposition 
"It is evident that postpositions as a part of
speech have developed in some of the
langauges relatively late, that is after the
dis integration of the Proto-Dravidian
unity........"(246)

 (Agglutinative)  


 


 
  oru 
  Ira 

  muc  

  um 
  pen 
  adu 
  idu 



 
 pan 
 mar  



 a,an 
 kudi 


 potu,pota 



 take 
 kuto 

   neter 



 


  

 women peeny

= penti

= pentika

 cot kotti

 
  cot katili





 tail handle meri




 meti

 drum temp(tas)

tema(las)

  large earthern pot meta

  


 fish, light min

 place katta

 fort kattai

 Pettay 
 e 
 er 

 per 
 bit 

 ter 
 ver 



 tel 
 pen/r 

 ke








 ey





 ya/he

 Tey,te,teye 
 key 
 cor 




 pot/tt  


  kol 
 tor/tot 

 korr 



 ul 
 kara 


 KaRa 
 arr 

 maxa 




 ur 



 
am-an

 guard ka(va)al

 guard as eminet kavan

 person dandi(y)en
 

 

 shepherd kora(tn)

  amount of quantity mora,kal, mora



   rooster kol

 


 
 pilli, tail cuc,cubba




to set form of pac (pat)




action to rise podu




action to rise pagal

 star as cuke

 lineage suk(k)u

  mane

manru

 stake, piller tun(a)tun a

 store  house ,  work

hous
kuti

 n o m i n a t i v e  c a s e
ending

am(b)(u)

 




dig kuru(ka)

 mother aya,ay(ka)



 sheppered karadu

  measure matta,mata


 share, division paku

 cross-crowise atta

 mountain ko




 dance, leaping and jumping tandava

 


coil of hair jutta

 coil of hair cutta

 cuta

 double drum kettle  drum
mounted on and beaten before
pricuces

damara

 strong vala

 (248)eye kan






 


  





 ploughtial meti



 a rare from of drum parai

 one (249) okat

 


  
 rule Al-an

 take care of pen

 possibly a shaman m a r g h - a m /
marul-al

 mother amb-an



 



 Kdative of person kiri, kiru

 song, music pan

 song, music parai

communicate para

paradu




 all, whole mura

 water nir,ir

  a proper name for an

urban settlement

tin-ur

 the  locat ive  which

occurs regularly with

this sign

padu(y)il

 first, one oru

  number iii mu(n)

 t h i s  s h o u l d  b e
t r a ns l a t e d  a s  h i s
( h e r ) w o r k ,  i . e
belonging to (250)

ki,kev

 


 
 









da,do

 bag,baga

 a

 bha

 
 pak

 pa



 



 
 











 
 







 












 

















 










 





 


"Some Baloch scholars believe that the
well-known Tarikhi Farrishta complied
1612A.D, contains a proof of the exploits of
Mir Chakar Rind in the Siwi- Dhadar Area.
This too is incorrect. I have consulted-
1. Two volume Urdu translation of
Tarikh-i-Farashtah made from original
Persian by Khawajah Abdul Hai M.A in
November 1992 (vol-pages 708,709, 710).
2. English translation of  Tarikh-i- 
Farashtah title History of the rise of the
Mohmedan power in India. By Johan Briggs
MRAS (vol-ll, pages 74, 75
3. Indo-Muslim polity (Truko-Afghan
period) by Yousuf Khan Indian Institute of
advanced Study SIMLA 1971.
4. Tarikh-i-Sher Shahi or Tuhfa-i-Akbr
Shahi by Abbas Khan Sarwani compiled in
1579 (Manuscript No.219 in the catalogue
of Persian Manuscript' in the Library of
India Office London.)
The first two of the above-noted texts
contain nothing about the so-called Rind
Lashar wars and the legendry Baloch heroes
of the Siwi-Dhadar area. There is, however,
a mention of Ismail Khan, Ghazi Khan and
Fateh Khan, the chiefs of the Dodai Baloch,
having waited on Sher Shah Suri some
where in the present Punjab area. This
happened at a time when the vanquished
kind Hamayun fled in the direction of Sind
(1542- 1543A.D) and the victor Sher Shah
had assumed formally the title of the kind of
India…………"(10)


 






 





"A careful reading of the relevant Persian
text suggests that Chakar Rind was not
even "Mir" Chakar Rind was not even "Mir"
Chakar Rind a title conferred on him by his
well-wishers posthumously. He was one of
the several ordinary Sub ordinate Hakims
under the general command of, Afghan
forces viz. Habit Khan Niazi- operating
against the Balochs of Multan under the
orders of Sher Shah Suri. Besides, for from
being a hereo of Balochs, Chakar is Shown
both by legend as well as history, as a
notable who was a subordinate of Suri and
Niazi Afghans……"(8)


"It will now be appropriate to clarify the fact
and fiction about Mir Chakar Rind having or
not having ruled Siwi between 1450-1550
A.D, the period assigned to his life and
times by the Baloch historians. On the other
hand all authentic books dealing with the
history of Siwi during the 15th and 16th
centuries fail to make any mention even of
this name of this legendry hero."(9)



 

































"In March 1992 Chakar Khan Rind Baloch,
editor of the monthly magazine "Balochi
Dunya", Multan called upon the Baloch
historians to come up with solid historical
evidence to prove Chakar Rinds existence in
Siwi. Even after seven months, as of October
1992, none had respond to his clarion
call…………"(11)
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 (Julien)  (Langa-kie-lo)  - - 








 






















 
 
 
 
 
 
















 























  


 







 
 
 
 






 
 



 











 









 








 








 












 















 










 



 






 












  
 







 






 












 

















 




 






 







 
 


 







 




 
 




 


  





 

  
 












 






  
 










 

  
 









  

 





 





 
























































 


























 











 














 









 



 




































 











































 


 















"The degraded position of the Baloch may be
ganged fromthe fact that up to 1899 the
heirs of a Baloch could not claim blood
compensation against any of the dominant
races, nor could a Baloch offer asylum to a
re fugee  (bahot ) ,  nor  in case  of  the
commissionof adultery by one of the
dominant classes with his wife could he
obtain lai, i.e., compensation for violation of
honour. In january 1899, however, an
agreement was signed by all the Gichkis
and other headmen of Kech and attested by
the Political Agnet, Kalat, in which they
agreed to pay blood money for a Baloch at
the rate of Rs. 1,500, while the fine to be
paid to the Govt. in ordinary cases was not
to be less than Rs. 500. It is said by the






















"A Arya were a wild turbulent people."(29)











 










"Here were to be seen the cotton garments

of the Indians and Ethiopians from above

Egypt habited in lions hides the sivar thy

Balochistan from Gedrosia" (History of the

world by Henry Simth William L.L.a)









"Here were to be seen the cotton garments

of the Indians and Ethiopians from above

Egypt habited in lions hides the sivar thy

Baluches from Gedrosia"






poeple that Colonel Reynolds, when Political
Agent in Southern Baluchistan,only fixed
the amount of blood money for a Baloch at
Rs.200, and if this is true, the new rate of
compensation is extremely advantageous for
the race which forms the majority of the
population of the country......."(32)

 
















 




















 

 










 




 
































 





























 








"In 1998 census' the Balochs and brahuis
were considered bilingual people and were
n a m e d  a s  B a l o c h i B r a h u i
combination  "(1)


"As we know that a so called organization of
Balochistan is trying to strangulate the
Brahui language that caused tremendos of
the language. They pressed the voice of
Brahui in Balochistan and Sindh' there fore,
it Pakistan. The people belonging to or
influenced by this appearances on various
stages in lslamabad. They attribute the
voice of Brahui as prejudice'repugnance'
humiliation and insult.The disappearance of
Brahui column in the census of 1998 is its
evident proof  "(2)




"The Brahui who, as a race are very
numerous in Balochistan".(3)







"The racial character of the Brahuis is now

mainly Iranian and not Dravidian in the

India sense of the term........"(43)





 







 








"The origin of the...... Brahuis is a much

vexed question...... claim an Arab origin and

to have come from Aleppo in Northern

Arabia..."(45)
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